Hopefully you’ve already seen the introductory demo, Exploring Image data, which covers some of the basics of CPA. Here, I will demonstrate the classify feature of CellProfiler Analyst, which scores complex and subtle phenotypes using machine learning in combination with your knowledge about your phenotype of interest.

When you choose classify, you will choose the classifier window, which has three bins, unclassified, positive cells, and negative cells. To begin classifying, it helps to know the image numbers for some images that contain examples of cells of interest, for example positive controls.

I’m going to train CellProfiler Analyst to recognize metaphase nuclei, and I will enter a positive control image number and request individual cells from that image. When the cells appear, I put the positive cells in the positive bin by dragging and dropping, or you can select multiple cells while clicking them which holding the shift key and then moving them all at once. You are only scoring the cell in the exact center of each small square. You should ignore the surrounding cells.

You can also select all cells in one of the bins by right-clicking or Control-clicking and similarly moving them all at once. If you want to get a closer look a cell in its natural context, you can right-click it to see the original full image.

Not all cells need to be classified. If you aren’t sure about a cell, or if there are duplicates, you can leave them in the unclassified bin and they will be thrown out.

You can also change what colors are shown in case that helps to see the phenotype better.

So far, I haven’t trained the computer yet. So I have been asking for random cells from images rather than asking it for positive cells. This drop-down menu allows you to choose those later when you have trained the classifier.

It’s best to sort a few dozen cells before asking the computer to find rules, but I’m going to short cut and ask it to find a small number of rules that can distinguish my positive cells from the negative cells. I don’t expect the computer to be very accurate based on a small number of positives, but the simple set of rules should yield more potentially positive cells to help me continue sorting in an efficient way. Here I’m choosing five rules.

The rules will appear in the train classifier window, and now it makes sense for me to ask for more positive cells from images based on those simple rules. In this case, the specific image that I’ve chosen doesn’t seem to contain 24 positive cells, so I will have to stop looking and show me what it’s found so far. There are many positives based just on the simple rules. This lets me build my training set quickly.

Oops, I just move the positive cells to the negative bin by accident. I’ll fix that in a moment.
In the meantime, I’m searching for positive cells from any image. Choosing cells from any image in the experiment is valuable to make sure your training set is not tuned too much to just a few positive controls. Searching for any image takes a little longer than longer from a specific image.

Note that you can move cells from one bin to another at any time. If you find a duplicate you can remove one of the them from the classified to the unclassified bin to get rid of it.

You can also type in the word “all” instead of a number to get all cells in a specific image. This takes some time to load the images and you can monitor your progress in the terminal window as the images are loading.

I’ve skipped ahead in time here to where I have more examples of positives and negatives.

I’ve asked for 20 rules to distinguish positives from negatives, and you can see whether the rules are accurate by asking for more positives from random images, which will appear here in the unclassified bin. This should be much more accurate now than when I had a small training set and only 5 rules. The cross-validate button also allows you to check the accuracy and to see the optimal number of rules for your phenotype, but keep in mind that the accuracy that you calculate using cross-validate on your training set, which contains many of the hardest to clarify cells is probably much worse than the accuracy on the experiment overall. See the manual for more explanation on this.

The cells that have been retrieved look quite accurate. You can also check the accuracy by scoring a particular image and checking whether most of the positive cells in the image are marked. Keep sorting cells and checking the accuracy, and when it seems sufficient, you can then score all the images based on those rules.

The rules are applied to every cell in the entire experiment and a table is produced where every image has the total object count listed, as well as the positive object count as scored by the computer’s rules.

When this list appears, it is best to rank order the list by the right log p value which is a statistical measure of how likely each image is to have that number of positive cells given the total number of cells in that image. Double clicking the unique id which is the image number allows you to see what the raw images for the hits look like. This might help guide further rounds of looking for positive samples.

Images from the middle of the list should have few positives. You can iteratively continue the training if that results do not look good.

Samples with a high left log p value have fewer positive cells than expected.

You can save the scores in this table but don’t forget to also save the training set which will allow you to further refine it. You can also save the rules that you’ve generated, but the training set is far more important because the rules can be generated form the
training set, but not vice versa. You can see that we successfully trained CellProfiler Analyst to recognize the phenotype in a very short time.